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Abstract

The research methods that the researcher uses are one of the most important parts of a study. But, classically, it is said that the initial question must be "What do I need to know and why?" Only after that, you can decide the method that best suits the particular purpose of the study is chosen. But, this article aims to put the "scientific method" in real life in general medicine and primary care, and so the "process of searching for the best research study" is like when we want to find the best time to buy airline tickets: we must look for cheap flights without a date or destination; without a predetermined and invariable research objective. "It's much easier to find deals on flights than hotels." It is easier to have a research method available (accessible, useful, and possible) than to clearly specify an objective or research topic. There are times when the destination of our trips is based on a good offer of flights. Once we have the method / design, we can decide on the objective to achieve (more modest, grander, etc.). So, be flexible with your objective. When you see a good possibility of conducting a research study, for having the research methods do not let it escape because of the topic or research objective. In research, as in travelling, the adventure is very exciting.
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"...He took out three clothespins... and with them he clamped the book and hung it from one of the cords [in the clothesline]...

What's the experiment? asked Rosa.
What experiment? asked Amalfitano.
With the hanging book, said Rosa.
It isn't an experiment in the literal sense of the word, said Amalfitano.
Why is it there? asked Rosa.
It occurred to me all of a sudden, said Amalfitano, It's a Duchamp idea, leaving a geometry book hanging exposed to the elements to see if it learns something about real life...

Roberto Bolaño. 2666.

Introduction

The research is based on the scientific method and this is the method of systematic study of nature that includes observation techniques, rules for reasoning and prediction, ideas about planned experimentation and ways to communicate experimental and theoretical results. In addition, the research has a series of characteristics that help the researcher to be effectively governed in it. Although there are a wide variety of opinions about the meaning of the research process, the common denominator is constituted by the following elements: theme to be investigated, problem to be solved, and methodology to be used (1). The complete process could be: idea, theme, reading of bibliography, hypothesis, objective, design, methodology, location, type of sample, sample size, data collection, variables and values that take, coding / classification, data collection, analysis statistical, and results [Figure 1]. Of course all these factors are interrelated, and you can not decide on a certain element without deciding at the same time on others, which can produce a scenario of difficulty for the researcher novice, especially in contexts complexity and uncertainty as general medicine [2-4].

Thus, the aim of this article is to address these elements and concepts that are usually absent in the usual texts, in order to allow us to imaginatively construct the methodology of scientific research in general medicine.

The research methods that the researcher uses are one of the most important parts of a study. The "classic" texts tell us that research methods and designs can be over-ridden if we do not know what we want to investigate, because they only regain their true meaning when we have clarity about our research objects. Therefore, the first thing would be the idea or the objective. It is said: it is not the toolbox that makes the carpenter. It is necessary to have "carpenter's mind", then the tool box will be taken out or it will be supplied with the necessary ones for the construction and development of an idea [5-10].

And in this line of thinking, the initial question of "What method or design to use in the study?" it is not correct. The question must be, "What do I need to know and why?" Only when we have an answer for what is the best way to collect that information? And when I have that information, what will I do with it? I can decide the method or the design. The methods are selected because they provide the data that is needed to complete the study. That is, the method that best suits the particular purpose of the study is chosen [11].

But ... in real life there are barriers and opportunities that modify these orthodox laboratory considerations. So, how to find the best real-life research study in general medicine? It's like looking for a trip in an Internet search engine [12]:

It is Easier to Find the Method-Design First than the Objective of the Study

In real life in family medicine, the process of "searching for the best research study" is like when we want to find the best time to buy airline tickets: we must look for cheap flights without a date or destination. It's much easier to find deals on flights than hotels. There are times when the destination of our trips is based on a good offer of flights.

That is, for the "best research study" in real life in family medicine, it is much easier to find the method / design (accessible, useful, and possible) than the objective of the study [13].

The main sources of knowledge or research methods are exposed in the Table 1[5, 14, 15]. Both qualitative and quantitative research is useful sources of evidence (Table 2). Thus, for example, qualitative research may be more accessible, or a more viable form of evidence and it also illustrates how our traditional
Figure 1. Orthodox process of research

Table 1. QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE RESEARCH CRITERIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHARACTERISTICS OF THE QUANTITATIVE PARADIGM OF RESEARCH</th>
<th>CHARACTERISTICS OF THE QUALITATIVE RESEARCH PARADIGM OF RESEARCH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global conception positivist, hypothetical-deductive, particularistic, objective, results-oriented and typical of the natural sciences</td>
<td>Global conception phenomenological, inductive, structuralist, subjective, process-oriented and typical of the social sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The researcher can influence the object of study by fragmenting it and manipulating its parts independently</td>
<td>They arise because the statistical data do not reflect the complex situations that are manifested in human behavior and also because the behavior involves multiple aspects or situations that can not be isolated, since they are dependent on each other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The researcher can maintain a distance from the object of study</td>
<td>The researcher and the object are interrelated, influencing each other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The results obtained imply the generalization of the same</td>
<td>Generalizations are not possible, only results referring to a particular context are obtained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They require a pre-structured design</td>
<td>The design is open and unfolds throughout the research process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ideal setting is the laboratory</td>
<td>They are carried out in community</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2. THE MAIN SOURCES OF KNOWLEDGE OR RESEARCH METHODS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOURCES OF KNOWLEDGE OR RESEARCH METHODS</th>
<th>CONCEPT</th>
<th>FUNCTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1.-Observación                           | It is the most elementary form of scientific knowledge. It requires becoming aware of the object, recognizing the object and describing the object. There are no guarantees of precision; The most that can be done is to increase the controls | -Supply primary information  
- Make see the problems  
- Hypothesis contrast |
| 2.-Measurement                           | Measure is to attribute values to the variables                        | - Qualitative concepts  
- Quantitative concepts |
| 3.-Experiment                            | It is a type of activity carried out to obtain knowledge and discover objective laws, through special mechanisms and instruments | - Isolation of the phenomenon  
- Reproduce the process in controlled conditions  
- Planing and vary the conditions in order to obtain the desired result |

![Figure 2. Pragmatic, Strategic and creative research process.](image-url)
assumptions about evidence do not take into account the implications of context, meanings, and practice clinic. In this way, the researcher first decides the method (for example, qualitative research), and from here is flexible with the idea, theme and objectives.

There are times when the destination of our trips is based on a good offer of flights. If the flight is expensive, the trip is over. If the method / design are not accessible to us, due to technical, economic difficulty, etc., the study is over. Once we have the ticket, we can choose whether to spend a lot or little at the hotel. Once we have the method / design, we can decide on the objective to achieve (more modest, grander ...). When looking for the best study, the researcher would have to mark the starting point (the departure airport, the real context of his work where the study will be developed, his consultation, his patients, his schedules, etc., that is, the study part from its actual practice), and allow the option of any subject / goal ordered by difficulty, accessibility or cost (accept, from your departure airport any place as a destination, according to the dates that go well and see the list of destinations appear sorted by price) (Figure 2).

**Be Flexible with your Objective**

For the best research study, remember that, like buying a plane ticket, the price drops a lot in less centrally located airports, and you can contemplate the possibility of landing at an airport a little further away or completing the trip by rental car. Assess the possibility of looking for an “approximate or intermediate objective” with respect to the ideal that is not accessible (due to cost, difficulty, time, resources, etc.).

Feel like those movie characters that arrive at an airport and buy "the first ticket that goes anywhere." If the offer is a real bargain, we do not think twice: if the method / design is a “bargain” (easy, beautiful, we have experience, we are interested, it is strict, clear, precise, it is the most appropriate technique for certain types of examination and so as not to miss unnoticed details of a certain problem, etc.), do not think twice, and let's accept the objective with which it can be related, it is simply that there is no problem in changing the destination of the trip to take advantage of the opportunities, in addition, each place has something special, sometimes discovering a city 'blindly' makes you do not expect anything and you find beautiful corners or surprising traditions ... When you see a good possibility of conducting a research study, for having the research methods, because of the subject or research objective; be flexible with your goal; do not let it escape: investigate, how to travel, the adventure is very exciting.

**Choose to get up Early or Stay up late: Accept that you will have to make certain Efforts and Suffer Difficulties**

We all like to achieve goals easily, but research, such as traveling cheaply, means accepting some inconvenience, such as getting up early or staying up late (the worse the time is, the cheaper the flight is.) Nobody likes to get up at 3 o'clock in the morning to catch a flight or arrive at your destination at dawn, that's what airlines know and they usually put the cheapest fares at that time, and maybe you have to choose the flights that leave early or those that return very, very late at night).

In general medicine, the natural work material, in addition to the patients themselves, are their clinical histories: collect the data of each patient in the clinical history as if it were to be published. In many times a dynamic observation is required under conditions of experimental intervention. All this things are often exhausting, and they demands efforts.

**Plan your Research Study Months in Advance and be Flexible with your Dates**

In the search for the best trips, there is a golden rule: the closer the departure date, the more difficult it will be to find a cheap trip. If you want to plan a trip well, and save something, you must do it six months in advance: try to be flexible with the date.

Before starting an investigation should read related literature, but should or should not rush the literature? Saturated by what has been written, do we not run the risk of being suggested and losing the priceless gift of independence of judgment? Will not this saturation of information be fatal to our aspirations to find something completely original? But, on the other hand, do not initiate any inquiry without having all the bibliographic background in view avoid the painful disenchantment that comes from knowing that we have wasted time rediscovering known things and neglecting the study of the true gaps in the subject. But it is better
to risk repeating discoveries than to renounce any attempt at experimental inquiry [5]. But remember that all this will take time; be flexible with your dates.

In the planning of a research study, there must also be time to understand and define the assumption or hypothesis. It is necessary that you observe carefully, for months, the facts. Once the facts are observed, its significance must be assessed; a hypothesis that links the unusual phenomenon to some of the known laws.

Good hypotheses are happy generalizations or risky inductions.

Hypotheses make statements about relationships between variables and provide guidance to the researcher on how the initial idea or hunch can be tested. Some Rules of the hypothesis would be: that they are obligatory, that is to say that there is no other possibility to explain the phenomenon; that are verifiable; that are easily imaginable, that is, that can be transformed to use in practice; and that they to suggest investigations and controversies. This takes time; be flexible with your study planning [5].

In conclusion: this article aims to put the "scientific method" in real life, as it happens in the novel by Roberto Bolaño, 2666, where one of the characters, one afternoon takes a book of poetry, which he never remembered to have bought, and three clothespins, and he hang it from a clothesline to check how it resist the weather and to help it learn "four things about real life" [16].

To achieve the best research study, see things for the first time. Clean the mind of prejudices and images of others, make the firm intention to see and judge for you; renew that state of mind - mixture of surprise, emotion and curiosity - of the scientist who poses as if it were the first time the problem [5].
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